
The Power of Video Evidence in Truck Crash
Cases

Eberstein & Witherite truck wreck lawyers discuss how video provides strong evidence for truck crash

cases.

DALLAS, TX, USA, September 24, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A video recording is one of the most

powerful pieces of evidence that can be used in proving what happened in any traffic accident.

When it comes to serious truck wrecks, this type of evidence is not always available, but it can go

a long way in determining the circumstances of a crash. Drivers typically have differing stories

about what happened, particularly if they have done something to contribute to the accident

and don’t want that made known. Sometimes bystanders use their cell phone to record truck

accidents they see in progress. Sometimes video is captured through surveillance devices

installed in the area. This was the case of one very serious Texas truck accident where a semi-

truck fell through a major interstate.

Source: EPOCH TIMES Report “18-Wheeler Truck Crash, Fire in Texas Captured on Video”

“An 18-wheeler crash in Grand Prairie, Texas–where the truck fell through the Interstate 30

guardrail and onto the highway below–was captured on video.

Surveillance footage shows the truck blow past the Interstate 30 guardrail and crash onto the

President George Bush Turnpike.”

To read further visit http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/232943-18-wheeler-truck-crash-fire-in-

texas-captured-on-video/.

According to reports, the fatal crash resulted in a massive explosion and fire.

Source: BuzzFeed News Report “Fiery Semi Truck Crash In Texas Caught On Video”

“An 18-wheeler crashed…onto the President George Bush Turnpike in Grand Prairie, Texas,

causing an explosion and large fire. The deceased driver has been identified.”

To view the report video footage, visit http://www.buzzfeed.com/michaelrusch/fiery-semi-truck-

crash-in-texas-caught-on-video.
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According to the Texas based truck wreck attorneys of the Eberstein & Witherite law firm, there

are many cases where victims don’t live to tell the stories of what happened to cause their truck

crash. When such tragedies occur those who have witnessed serious accidents or have access to

video footage of an accident can be helpful to the process of investigating these matters to get

to the truth when they come forward.

Regardless of whether video footage is available to help identify the circumstances of a semi

truck accident; however, a thorough investigation can still be carried out to help provide answers

to key questions that may not be immediately known. The Eberstein & Witherite law firm has

decades of experience ensuring that the accidents of their clients who have been injured due to

the negligence or misconduct of truck drivers or companies are fully investigated. They can also

find out whether surveillance footage is available or whether there were witnesses to an

accident that can offer insight into what occurred.

Individuals who have been hurt in a Texas truck accident and need help with their case, can

contact the Eberstein & Witherite law firm today to request a free case review.

http://www.ewtruckwrecklaw.com

Connect with Eberstein & Witherite truck wreck attorneys on social media: Twitter, Facebook,

Google+
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